List of dt.15.10.09


Sangsi, Kolhapur State – H.D. Sankalia, The Geographical Factor in Andhra History & Archaeology- B.S. Rao, etc. pp 196, vii, with folded maps, plans, charts, plates, etc. Rs. 450/-


Volume 12: Nos: 1-4: set Rs. 750/-


Ancient India – M.G. Dikshit, The Theory of the Sacrifice in the Yajurveda, cultural significance of the personal & place Names from Vakataka Inscriptions – S.Ghokhale, Studies in Indian Musical Scales – C.R. Sankaran, On Sapta in the Rigveda, the vocabulary of yasastilaka of Somadevasuri [ words peculiar to lexicons only], the legend of udayana, the Avesta words denoting the day and night, their significance & the gahs of the Ancient Persians – D.D. Kapadia, with other chapters. Royal size pp 390, vi, plates, charts, illus. etc. Rs. 900/-


Volume- 23:1962-63: [early mining & Matallurgy in Rajastha,part-1: Copper Around Udaipur – S.N.Rajguru,Probable use of certain Chalcolithic Terra-cotta Beads-S.A.Sali,Cultural Ethnography from Vasudevahindi , Recent Explorations in the Tungabhadra Basin-the chalcolithic phase, The Asmtrakas from Haveri, The Accentuation of Arya-in Panini & the veda , Caste,leadership & group Dynamics: A case study , the Astrmtrakas from Haveri, etc. pp 120,vi,plates,maps,charts,graphs,finds,etc. Rs.24:


Vol-26: 1965-66: Part 3& 4: Ancient Tamil or Tamil Culture 2,000 years ago by H.D.Sankalia.reviews. etc. pp 68,vi,maps, both parts: Set: Vol-26: Parts;1-4 Rs.500/-


Volume- 36: Nos:1-4: 1976-77: The Acheulian Horizon at Chirki-Nevasa & its Chronological Implications- Z.D. Ansari, Nyayamanjari of Jayana Bhatta – English Translation With Notes- V.N.Jha, Ancient Plant Economy at Nevasa During Satavahana & Indo –Roman Periods – M.D. Kajale, Biological Anthropology of human Skeletal Remains from Chalcolithic Inamgaon- Western India, Megalithic Burials at Pimpalsuti, Tulapurusha Mahadana, two compounds with agni, significance of the tree vikankata in the veda, the concept of aksadhur in the Sanskrit literature, gupta sculpture – by J.C. Harle, etc. pp 190, vii, plates, maps, etc. Rs. 700/-


Kurnool Caves, South India – M.L.K. Murthy, Determination of Firing Temperatures of Chalcolithic pottery by Studing variation of Fe1+ Fe2+ Ratio at different temperatures – S.K. Tyagi, etc. royalsize.pp206.vii,plates,maps,figures,tables.etc. Rs.600/-


1- Sir William Jones: Life & Assessment of His work; BY S.N. Mukheree, Kennetha A.R. Kennedy, Garland Cannon, Ludo & Rosane Rocher, etc.
pp 396,xxxvii, with plates,illus.maps,text figures. Rs. 1250/-


Study [500 B.C. to 500 A.D.] Andhra Influence on Brahmi Script in Srilanka During the Period Between 1st century B.C. & 5th Century A.D. - O. Pannasara, A Study in the Iconography of Hindu, Jaina and Buddhist Images from Vidarbha [from c.300 to 1300 A.D.], etc. etc. pp 544, xxvii. With photographs, plates, maps, text figures, graphs. Rs.1500/-


Complete Set: Volume-1 to Volume-67 [2007]